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OFFICERS 

David Wanounou, President 

David brings his extensive operations experience to HIKO Energy. As Chief Operating Officer for IDT Energy, 
David was responsible for all aspects of serving energy customers, from oversight of initial sales channels, through 
enrollment and provision, and ongoing customer issue resolution. 

When David joined IDT Energy, they had 3,000 customers. He completed the acquisition of another ESCO, 
integrated the two companies, and spearheaded multiple campaigns using varied sales channels. In his first year, 
he grew the company to 125,000 customers, making IDT Energy the fastest-growing and largest residential ESCO 
in New York. 

As a hands-on leader, David oversaw both the Regulatory and IT arms, directing the build-out ofIDT Energy's 
custom computer system. He expanded IDTE's presence by acquiring licenses and approvals in multiple utilities 
and states. He also created and implemented policies and procedures to ensure compliance with the numerous 
regulations applicable in each jurisdiction. 

Involvement in day-to-day operations gave him a keen awareness of what it takes to run a successful energy 
business. His problem-solving and analytical skills were honed by putting them into practical use, and he was 
responsible for not only much ofIDT Energy's rapid growth, but its customer retention as well. 

In his previous position as Executive Vice-President of Global Procurement for a Fortune 1000 company, David 
oversaw multiple projects and took a primary role in budget planning and cost monitoring, key parts of his 
responsibilities at HIKO Energy. 

He created a process for the purchasing lifecycle, negotiated all contracts such as software, maintenance and 
operational needs, and resold excess inventory to ensure a favorable bottom line. 

Hiko Energy is confident in David's abilities to create and maintain a well-defined corporate infrastructure with a 
commitment to both customer satisfaction and profitability. 

Brian Gottesman, Director of Risk Management 

Brian's background in commodity trading and real estate is strongly suited for his role as HIKO Energy's primary 
energy trader. Understanding the unique nuances of the energy market requires attention to detail and dedication 
to purpose. 

As the deregulated energy industry developed and spread in the last decade, Brian focused his attention on learning 
everything about the business, from strategies to historical trending, and best practices. Primary responsibility for 
trading, strategic buying and hedging, and commodity pricing, falls firmly on his able shoulders. 



Harvey Klein, Partner 

Harvey Klein is a partner ofHIKO Energy. His responsibilities encompass investor development as welI'as 
identifying and analyzing opportunities for HIKO's strategic growth. 

Mr. Klein is a managing partner in a variety of other companies, including premium incentives, vending 
companies, and other real estate holdings. 

He is a vital member of the HIKO team. Mr. Klein applies his sound business acumen to cultivate and incorporate 
innovative strategies for HIKO's overall success. 

Israel Orzel, Chairman/ Managing Partner 

As Chairman and Managing Partner ofHIKO Energy, Mr. Orzel is responsible for development, management, and 
capital marketing activities. 

Mr. Orzel is also the largest investor and president of Adult Care Management, which owns and operates eight 
adult care facilities in the Northeast. 

With over three decades of hands-on experience in the real estate and health care management industries, Mr. 
Orzel is well qualified to lead HIKO's executive management team. 


